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MY [UNIQUE] PERSPECTIVE OF THE VALUE
OF FUNDREF
Career-Long Commitment to Ensuring Access to Agency
R&D Results
• Federal career with U.S. Department of Energy Office of Scientific
and Technical Information: a government “publisher”
• Scholarly articles were an elusive “gap” in coverage
• DOE/OSTI has supported FundRef and believes it is a huge
accomplishment

Believer of Collaboration
• Intra-agency, Interagency, and Agency-Publisher
• As consultant to CrossRef, supported FundRef pilot project
• Also consultant to DOE/OSTI via agreement with Information
International Associates
• Committed to see FundRef become reality

THE CHALLENGE
Publishing industry lacked
standard practices for collecting and
displaying funder attribution of
research reported in published
works.

This situation made it difficult for all
stakeholders (funders, researchers,
research institutions, publishers,
and the public) to track or analyze
published results.

Funders lacked a way to find and
account for research reported in
scholarly articles, a key measure of
output of their funded research.

A common solution, developed
through a unique collaboration, is
now emerging – called FundRef.
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PILOT PARTICIPANTS:
PUBLISHERS AND FUNDERS

PUBLISHER-FUNDER COLLABORATION
Publishers

Funders

Broad view of research producing
publications and sponsoring
organizations worldwide

Knowledge of agency-funded
research, government programs and
policies, and guidance grantees
receive

Well-defined publishing systems
and peer-review process

Well-defined award systems and
research management process

Relationship with authors of
manuscripts submitted for
publication

Relationship with researchers
funded by agency

THE FUNDREF PILOT: IN BRIEF
March 2013
March 2012

Finish

• Scholarly publishers and funders worked together to develop a
means for capturing funder name and award number in
metadata for published scholarly research.
• Approx 40 staff from 7 publishers and 4 funding agencies, as well
as CrossRef as facilitator, contributed to the project.
• The proof of concept was deemed successful.
The pilot project report outlined findings
and provided recommendations for going
forward. It was presented to the CrossRef
Board of Directors in March.

FundRef was
approved as a service
to be provided by
CrossRef.

http://www.crossref.org/fundref/FundRef_Pilot_Project_Report.pdf

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE PILOT
An industry-wide methodology for connecting scholarly
publications to research funders was designed and
demonstrated by the proof-of-concept pilot.
Publishers added funder name and grant number metadata
and deposited test records to CrossRef.
A funder taxonomy (SciVal, contributed by Elsevier) was used to
test the capture and display of funding sources. Requirements
for a future, ongoing Funder Registry were defined.
In November, the CrossRef Board agreed for CrossRef to run the
Funder Registry. A funder search was provided to make
FundRef data accessible.
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THE FUNDREF WORKFLOW

CROSSREF FUNDER SEARCH RESULTS
(SAMPLE SCREEN SHOT – UNDER DEVELOPMENT)
HTTP://DOI.CROSSREF.ORG/FUNDREFSEARCH

FundRef data

CROSSREF FUNDER SEARCH RESULTS
(SAMPLE SCREEN SHOT – UNDER DEVELOPMENT)

FundRef data

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUNDREF:
PATH FORWARD
• Institute FundRef as a cross-industry initiative
• CrossRef: Coordinate and manage FundRef; maintain Funder
Registry; include FundRef data in various apps; formally charter
the advisory group

• Begin implementation
• Publishers: modify systems to collect and display funder information
metadata; deposit as part of regular deposits to CrossRef
• Funders: educate grant
recipients about FundRef;
explore ways to use
FundRef data and DOIs
• Authors: Supply complete
and accurate funder
name(s) and award
number(s)

INTENDED BENEFITS
FOR VARIOUS CONSTITUENTS
Authors

Choose from a standard set of funder names at article
submission.

Researchers

View funding information in a standard way across
publishers to help them evaluate scholarly content.

Research
Institutions

Track articles reporting work of their researchers as
well as the funders supporting them.

Publishers

Track the funders driving the content in their journals.

Funders

Better demonstrate the scholarly output resulting from
their expenditures because articles will be easier to
identify and point to.

Public

Better understanding of research funding and scholarly
results.

WHAT’S NEXT?
CrossRef is preparing FundRef as a
production service

More information coming soon;
official launch planned late May

FundRef Funder Registry
(taxonomy of funder names)

Publishers encouraged to plan
implementation

Deposit schema includes
FundRef metadata

Publishers to coordinate with
manuscript system companies

Terms & Conditions for
publishers to participate in
FundRef

Funders to assess means of using
the FundRef data

WANT TO KNOW MORE ABOUT FUNDREF?
 Handout available


The FundRef Factsheet with Workflow

 Sign up for Webinar: May 9
 See FundRef page at:
www.crossref.org/fundref
 Talk to a CrossRef representative here today
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